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Summary:
Are you hosting Christmas dinner this year? What do you think about making this the year you s

We know perfectly well that every year there’s too much food on the table. We eat too much, we
What about making as much as possible ahead?
What about (gasp!) even cooking the turkey and making the gravy the day before?
There are lots of recipes on the internet for making the ...
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Are you hosting Christmas dinner this year? What do you think about making this the year you s

We know perfectly well that every year there’s too much food on the table. We eat too much, we
What about making as much as possible ahead?
What about (gasp!) even cooking the turkey and making the gravy the day before?

There are lots of recipes on the internet for making the turkey ahead. You just have to put in

A few years ago one of my sisters and I tried cooking our turkey the day before. It worked bea
we also cooked another turkey on Christmas Day. So the guests could smell turkey cooking when

Just the same, I am going to cook my turkey ahead this year, and I won’t be cooking another on
I’m also going to make the mashed potatoes and gravy ahead. You can also find lots of recipes
Imagine - all those roasting pans and mashed potato pots washed and put away before Christmas

The other thing I am going to do this Christmas is limit the number of dishes. When we already
Isn’t one or two vegetables enough?

If you really think you need two vegetables why not serve frozen mixed vegetables? That way yo
Does that salad get eaten? Be ruthless answering this question. If you have wondered in years
this year.

Of course if people love to have salad, then by all means go ahead and make it. Just prepare i

If all this sounds a bit heartless, then close your eyes for a minute and visualize what Chris

Have you or your guests already been to a big meal on Christmas Eve? Do they have to go to oth

Then ask yourself - will people suffer if Christmas Dinner is simple? Or will they be grateful
What would you prefer?

If you would prefer to simplify Christmas dinner, then why not start right now, this Christmas

Just remember, make everything you possibly can ahead, get those pots washed and put away. Par
Then enjoy your own simplified Christmas dinner!
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